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Message From Vice
Principal Redfearn
It is my hope that students and staff will continue to

push through what is the dog days of public school

education. We must begin / continue to encourage

and support  each other. It’s not a matter of life or

death. It’s much more important. Remember, if not

you then who?
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Conversation With

The Counselor

At The Grove

Credit: Kaia Canaday



What forms of anxiety do you often have among

middle school students?  

 

Social and Test anxiety.

 

What are some techniques to help with anxiety?  

 

If you're experiencing anxiety some techniques like

coloring,meditation,exercising,and yoga.

 

Are there recommended readings for anxiety?  

 

I have books at her office about how to help teens

overcome anxiety.

 

What signs should we look for within ourselves as a

potential sign of anxiety?  

 

If you find yourselves in heightened emotions and

you can't pinpoint why and if you're regularly

getting angry and crying and you are not acting like

yourself.

 

What are some common forms of anxiety? 

 

 Common forms of anxiety are crying,frustration

and getting upset over small things like difficulty

calming herself down.
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Conversation With
A Counselor
Conversation With
A Counselor
Talking Anxiety with Ms. Norman



Q. What is the worst thing about the school system? 
A.  The worst thing is there's not enough black
      representation in the text books, also there
      is not enough funds to support the students 
      and teachers.
 
Q. Is there anything you wish you could teach but 
     couldn’t? 
A. Social studies- I would like to teach social studies to 
     teach about history so it doesn't repeat itself.
 
 
 
 

Q. Is being smart the only way to succeed in life?
A. No, because you have to take care of yourself, and learn how to deal with people 
     and develop social skills. Being only “smart” won't teach you social skills.
 
Q. Is being book smart the only way to succeed in life?
A. No, you have to be street smart as well. you have to know how to take care of 
     yourself. Book smart doesn't teach you how to deal with people and survive.
 
Q. What is the biggest challenge as a teacher?
A.  The biggest challenge would have to manage children with limited resources.
 
Q. Where do you see yourself in five years ?
A. Still being a teacher, but moving on towards high school.
 
 
 

Teacher Spotlight

6th Grade Reading
Ms. Massey

Teacher Spotlight
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6th Grade Reading

Credit: Gemya Chapman & Nuriya Sanford



     Global warming is already changing the environment, the economy, and
people’s ways of living. The changes are not over either, and the more that
changes around the world, the more dangerous it is to understand this important
issue. Global warming is connected to scary featuring rising temperatures and
stronger hurricanes and monsoons; it’s also a link to a better future. Global
warming is opening possibilities for the development of new types of fuels, leading
to reliable energy sources, and creating a vision of a greener tomorrow.
    Earth is warm enough to have life thanks to gases in the planet’s atmosphere
that hold heat. Called greenhouse gases because they act just like a greenhouse.
Trapping the heat inside the planet’s atmosphere making the average
temperature on Earth 59 degrees Fahrenheit. Humans have increased the amount
of greenhouse gases in the atmosphere by 35 percent. The more greenhouse gases
in the atmosphere the warmer the average temperature gets. It even alters the
way plants grow. Plants react much more sensitively to unusual temperatures
than animals. They are unable to seek out warmer or cooler air. When
temperatures rise, plants grow taller in order to cool themselves off making the
plant much bigger. Going vegetarian has the same impact on reducing greenhouse
gas emissions as if you trade in a regular car for a hybrid. The way of making a
pound of meat uses ten times more energy than making a pound of beans or
grains. If you cannot afford to install solar panels or wind turbines on your roof.
The average home has the equivalent of a basketball-sized hole in the side of your
wall. That is how much heating and cooling you can keep from escaping if you
correctly insulate your home’s ceilings, walls, windows, and doors. No matter
where you live, the little thing can be a huge difference in the future.
     It can take centuries for the climate to fully adjust. Throughout this period
ocean heat storage continued to progress steadily upwards, and in years surface
temperatures have spiked upwards. The slower pace of warming can be thanked
to a combination of nature, reduced solar activity, and increased volcanic activity. 
 
By: Benjamin Martinez

Climate Change
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There were lots of family and friends
cheering on March 2, as Lakewood
Montessori with Shamar and Dillon
pitching. The score was kept strong until
the second inning. Sandrew caught a fly
ball at left field when Benjamin was
backing up second base. Coach
Vollmouth and Shaver cheered us on
while we worked as a team to beat the
other team. The final score 17-1,
Lakewood Montessori. The Vikings are
ready to take the field vs. DSA on
Monday March 9th at 4pm. Please come
out to support our Vikings. #VikingPridel

Vikings Sports CornerVikings Sports Corner
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(from left tp right)

Meet Science
Olypiad

Meet Science
Olypiad

Rosa Gonzalez-Granados, Madison
Block and Delta Lee

Science Olypiad received 5th for Boomilever,
2nd for Crime Busters and honorable
mention for Fossils.



The Lowe's Grove Middle School Drumline & Golden Goddesses Dance Team will be performing
on...
   - March 21st- Eastern N.C. High School All-Star Game
      4279 Nash Central High Rd
      Rocky Mount, NC 27804
   - Saturday April 4th- “EGGstravaganza”
       Lake Benson Park, Garner, NC
       10am to 12:30pm (In the event of inclement weather, Spring EGG-stravaganza will 
       be rescheduled for Sunday, April 5, from 1-3pm.)
 
Our next PBIS celebration will be April 3rd during 3rd and 4th core and will be pretty
similar to the one in December. However, the requirements are different this
time around. This celebration will focus on both behavior and academics.
Students have to meet both the behavior and academic requirements in order to
attend. 
 
 
Behavior requirements
-Students who have no more than 3 office referrals, no time in RPC, and no suspensions between
Wednesday, March 4th and Friday, April 3rd may attend.
 
Academic requirements
-Students who have a C or higher in 5 out of 7 of their classes in quarter 3 may attend.
 
More specifics about the celebration will be coming out soon. Please make your students aware of
the requirements Wednesday, March 4th. Poster will be hung by the end of the week.

Upcoming EventsUpcoming Events
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Viking Family, please keep our
beloved Ms. Lindsey & Mrs. Cash
in your prayers during their
recovery process. We will miss
them for the remainder of the
school year, but we are looking
forward to seeing them both
walking the halls of Lowe's
Grove in the 2020-2021 school
year. 



Women's History Month 
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Angela Merkel
Angela Merkel is famous for serving as
the leader of the centre-right Christian
Democratic union (DRC) from 2000 to
2018

Theresa May
Theresa May is a British politician who

served as a prime minster

Sheryl Sandberg  
Sheryl Sandberg is a American
technology executive. She is the
chief operating officer of Facebook.

Mary Barra

Mary Barra is an american
businesswoman. She is the CEO of a
General motor company.


